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Article abstract
Narrative, Time and Uncertainty in Clinical Medicine
The narrative stratégies clinicians create to distance uncertainties that arise
regarding diagnosis, prognosis or efficacy of treatment appear to vary by
médical specialty and by the temporal qualities of clinical practice and the
disease processes encountered. In this essay, two concepts from narrative
theory — temporality and emplotment — are introduced as interpretive
perspectives on clinical work. The narrative stratégies of oncologists are
analyzed. The dilemma posed by uncertainty associated with temporality and
efficacy of treatment rather thah uncertainty of diagnostic category is
explored. I propose that oncologists seek to create expériences of immediacy
rather than of chronology, thus distancing and circumscribing uncertainties
regarding treatment outcomes and the limits of biomédical knowledge. Thèse
distinctive narrative stratégies produce ambiguity about endings. There-fore
when endings — and death — are no longer uncertain, therapeutic narratives
fragment and endings in clinical work are often ill-crafted.
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